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Abstract— The six-phase Lee model code was developed to
compute the anomalous resistance phase (RAN) following the
pinch phase in a plasma focus (PF) discharge. One important
method to check such modeling is to look at the soft X-ray
(SXR) emission time profile and to correlate this to the PF
dynamics. A two-channel filtered SXR spectrometer coupled with
an Excel-based analytical template was recently developed to
speed up the correlation process. Using this system, we have
determined that the neon PF typically operates in a normal (N)
mode in which it emits characteristic He-like H-like neon line
SXR (in a photon energy window of 900–1550 eV) reproducibly
and efficiently. The characteristic neon line SXR pulse straddles
the pinch duration starting strongly 10 ns before the start of
the pinch, then diminishes through the 10-ns pinch and tails off
into the subsequent RAN1 phase. We present the correlated time
profiles of shots operating in the efficient N mode as well as, for
comparison, poor shots, which are distinctly different in SXR
time profiles. The profiles indicate the difference in dynamics
of normal and poor shots. Statistics are presented as well as
comparison of the yields from the numerical experiments and
measurements. In the series that were studied the proportion
of N-mode operation ranges from 70% in one series to 80% in
another series over pressure range 1–4 torr. At 2 torr, it was found
that 90% recorded the normal N profile. The results reinforce
the view that while the Lee Model code incorporates the correct
physics in its sequence of phases, refinement is needed to extend
the radiative phase to the period before the pinch.

Index Terms— Neon soft X-rays (SXRs), plasma focus (PF),
plasma focus (PF) modeling, soft X-ray (SXR) measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE dynamics of the plasma focus (PF) computed from
the Lee model code is found to be in general agree-

ment with the experimental measurements when the computed
current waveform is properly fitted to the measured current
waveform [1]–[11]. The features in agreement include the
temporal profiles of the axial and the radial speeds.

Recently, it was found [12] that PF devices need to be clas-
sified into T1 and T2 the former having low static inductance
L0 typically in the tens of nanohenries (nH) while the latter
typically have L0 of 100 nH or more. To complete the fit
for T2 devices the five-phase Lee Model code was extended
to the six-phase code with the addition of a postpinch phase
of anomalous resistance. With this new six-phase code, the
computed current waveform is fitted very well to the measured
current waveform.

The neon PF produces He-like H-like neon line soft X-ray
(SXR) (termed as characteristic neon SXR) at a pinch plasma
temperature of 200–500 eV in a spectral range 8–13.5-Å
(photon energy window of 900–1550 eV) [3], [7], [13].
In an earlier paper, we had already shown the correlation
between the temporal history of the measured SXR pulse with
different phases of the computed current waveform, which has
been fitted to the measured current waveform [13]. In this
paper, we present the comparative time profiles for typical
normal (N) shots in which the plasma focuses efficiently
and reproducibly. We also present the time profiles of the
nonnormal shots, which are termed as poor being invariably
erratic and inefficient in characteristic neon SXR yield. The
comparison enables us to draw the conclusions regarding the
dynamics and statistics of good and bad shots. This could
prove important for the development of the PF as SXR sources.

II. METHOD

A. Experiment

The experiments are carried out using the INTI PF, which
is one of the machines in the network of United Nations Uni-
versity/ International Centre for Theoretical Physics Plasma
Focus Facility’s [14]. The INTI PF had its electrical parameters
determined as follows: static inductance L0 = 114 nH, capac-
itance C0 = 30 μF, and bank stray resistance r0 = 13 m�; its
tube parameters are: cathode radius b = 3.2 cm, anode radius
a = 0.95 cm, and anode length z0 = 16 cm. The pressure
range covered in these experiments was 1.1–4.3 torr at 12 kV.
X-ray (XR) pulses (from two detector channels of diode X-ray
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spectrometer), the measured rate of change of current dI/dt
and the tube voltage are recorded together on a four-channel
digital storage oscilloscope. The voltage signal is obtained
using a resistive divider with a time response in the region
of 15 ns [14]. The dI/dt signal is from a seven-turn Rogowski
coil wrapped around one of the 16 conductors returning the
current from the focus tube to the capacitor earth [15].

The absorption filters method based on foil absorbers and
silicon p-i-n diode detectors is used in the SXR spectrometer
[16]. The two SXR detectors are used together as a differen-
tially filtered pair, Ch1 and Ch2, to measure the characteristic
He-like and H-like neon line SXR by the method of subtraction
[17]. Each detector consists of a reverse-biased windowless
BXP65 p-i-n photodiode with a wide spectral range.

In designing the required filter, the emission wavelength
with expected line intensities are suitably weighted and fac-
tored in [18] and [19] to obtain the average sensitivity
factor for the desired relatively narrow spectral window of
900–1550 eV. The first detector is covered with 13 μm
Al (XR Al Ch1). The second detector is covered with
3-μm Al+125-μm Mylar (XR Mylar Ch2).

Factoring in the quantum detection efficiency [20] of silicon,
XR transmission efficiency through neon gas at different
pressure and fixed path length of 25 cm between the anode
tip and the detector; and the XR attenuation length of solids
[21], the two sensitivity curves are identical and appear as one
curve, except for a sharp spike on the left side of the curve with
photonic energy range 900–1550 eV. This spike (transmission
window) belongs to Ch1 only. Thus, the difference pulse
obtained by subtracting Ch2 pulse from Ch1 pulse is a pulse
of radiation having photonic energy range 900–1550 eV. Any
difference pulse is due to neon characteristic SXR while
pulses with identical Ch1 and Ch2 magnitudes (thus, with
no difference pulse) is due to radiation other than neon
characteristic lines and is likely due to radiation harder than
1550 eV. This method had been discussed in detail in [13].

With this sensitivity curve, the absolute amount of charac-
teristic neon line SXR falling on the detector is measured; and
the source yield estimated by space integrating over 4π ; and
time integrating over the duration of the pulse. Both detectors
have been normalized to one another and are positioned side
by side with the same distance to the focus position where the
focus pinch emits the radiation to be detected.

B. Numerical Experiment

The parameters of the INTI PF, as listed above were
determined [22] and the code [1] is configured accordingly.

The computed current is fitted to the measured current
[1]–[11] by varying the mass factor fm and the current factor
fc for the axial phase; then the radial parameters fmr and
fcr for the radial phase and finally the anomalous resistance
parameters (amplitude of resistance, rise time, and fall time
for up to three sequential anomalous resistances). The critical
topping region is expanded again and again as the fitting is
fine-tuned until an accuracy of 2–4 ns is typically achieved
in the fitting of the computed to the measured current wave-
forms, particularly at the roll-over region where the apparent

beginning of the dip occurs. From the experience, we know
that the end of the axial phase actually occurs a little before
this roll-over starts to become apparent.

The end result is the computed current waveform is fitted
so well to the measured current waveform that the two curves
overlap each other over the whole range of fitting (see Fig. 1)
at the level of time magnification to a resolution of 2–4 ns. The
dynamics of the discharge is obtained from the computation.
Since the computed current waveform is correctly fitted to the
measured waveform, the computed energetics matches that of
the actual discharge. In that sense, the computed dynamics is
considered as a realistic representation of the actual dynamics
of the actual shot. From the computed dynamics, we obtain the
time of the start of the radial phase and the times of start and
end of the pinch phase. These are correlated to the XR pulses.

C. Correlating the Time History

An analytical template was designed in the form of an Excel
Workbook with four work sheets [1]. Sheet 1 is the numerical
experiment RADPFV6.1b, which runs numerical experiments
configured as a specific PF. Sheet 2 extends Sheet 1 with
more detailed presentation of the results of Sheet 1 in terms
of PF dynamics, energy distributions, and plasma properties.
Sheet 4 contains the measured data of the experiment with tube
voltage, SXR Al filtered (Ch1), SXR Mylar filtered (Ch2), and
rate of change of current.

The numerical results of Sheet 1 and the measured data of
Sheet 4 are correlated in Sheet 3. The correlation results are
shown (for example each of the six figures in Fig. 1 shows
the correlation of a shot) and discussed in this paper.

III. RESULTS

A. First Series

For ease of comparison of time profiles, the correlation
images in Fig. 1 have been adjusted to have the same time
scale and amplitude scale and are all aligned at the start of
the radial phase (the single dashed vertical line on the left
side of each image). A series of 21 shots in neon at 12 kV
and pressure in the range 1.1–4.3 torr was analyzed and six
representative shots are shown in Fig. 1(a)–(f). The key to
these figures are shown in Table I.

Fig. 1(a) shows the correlation of the first shot of the
series that is considered as a conditioning shot, which removes
gases that are adsorbed into the electrodes during the days
of inactivity of the PF before the present series. If the PF
electrodes are kept at a pressure not exceeding a few torrs and
are not exposed to the atmosphere, then typically one or two
conditioning shots are sufficient to bring the plasma focus to
efficient operation. During the first conditioning shot at 2 torr,
as shown in Fig. 1(a), the radial phase starts relatively late at
3.7 μs from the start of current; whereas after conditioning;
for a shot at 2 torr, the radial phase would start at 3.4–3.5 μs.
This delayed start of the radial phase is confirmed in Fig. 2(a),
also a conditioning shot of another series. The comparison of
Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) shows that in both the conditioning shots
only XR Al Ch 1 records weak pulses, coming before the start
of pinch; and in the case of Fig. 1(a), XR Al Ch1 records
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Fig. 1. First series: Correlation of characteristic neon SXR pulses with
dynamics, showing typical conditioning, good focus (N profile), and bad focus
shots. Each figure shows the profiles during the current dip on a time scale
so highly magnified that the current dip appears as a rather gentle decline
with time. The vertical scale is in kiloampere for the current traces, arbitrary
scale for the XR, and anomalous resistance. The horizontal scale is in μs
timed from the start of current. For comparison, the figures are aligned at the
start of the radial phase (vertical dashed line on left side of each figure). The
key to this figure is shown in Table I. The computed current trace overlaps
the measured, the two appearing as one. For good shots (N profile: e.g., 1b,
d, and e) XR Al Ch1 pulse (darker thinner line) typically has a first pulse
higher than XR Mylar Ch2 pulse (lighter thicker line) but subsequently the
two pulses merge as one toward the end of the second pulse and remain
practically inseparable beyond.

a small second pulse that occurs some 300 ns after the pinch.
XR Mylar Ch 2 records almost no signal. Hence, the weak XR
pulses of the conditioning shots are characteristic neon SXRs.

TABLE I

KEY TO THE FIGS. 1 AND 2: MEASURED CURRENT, FITTED COMPUTED

CURRENT, FITTED ANOMALOUS RESISTANCE, XR PULSE FROM Ch 2

WITH 125 μm MYLAR FILTER, XR PULSE FROM Ch1 WITH 13 μm Al

FILTER; VERTICAL DASHED LINE MARKS TIME OF START OF RADIAL

PHASE AND TWO DOTTED VERTICAL LINES MARK THE TIME OF START

AND TIME OF END OF RADIAL PINCH PHASE

Note that in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) only one XR (Ch1) trace is
observed, the other XR trace (Ch2) is so close to the baseline
that the trace does not show. Where both XR traces are of
different amplitudes [see Fig. 1(d) first pulse and first part of
second pulse] both the traces are clearly observed. Where both
XR traces are of the same amplitude [see Fig. 1(d) falling edge
of second pulse and all of the third and succeeding pulses] the
overlapping of the two traces produce one thickened trace.

Fig. 1(b), (d), and (e) records typical efficient (normal)
focus discharges generating good characteristic neon SXR
yields. The first XR pulse is predominantly characteristic neon
SXR with large XR Al Ch1 pulse and XR Mylar Ch2 pulse
practically absent, the line appearing close to the baseline
[Fig. 2(b), (c), (e), and (f) in series 2 also show this feature].
The difference pulse (subtracting XR Mylar Ch 2 from XR
Al Ch 1) starts at or just before the pinch, continues through
the pinch, and then decays after the pinch. The first pulse
of SXR is followed 100 ns later by a second pulse, which
starts off with a difference pulse [Figs. 1(d) and (e) and 2(c)
and (e)] for a small part of the second pulse; for the rest of
the second pulse XR Mylar Ch2 signal become as big as the
XR Al Ch1 pulse so that there is no difference pulse. Thus,
most of the characteristic neon SXR are produced in the first
pulse (20–40 ns) straddling the pinch. Fig. 1(b) looks a little
different from the others in that its difference pulse starts a
little earlier (relative to the pinch) and appears to have a more
prominent double-pulse feature than the others.

The shots with the largest yields (2–3 J) all start a few
nanoseconds before the pinch, continue through the pinch and
continue to produce difference pulse for a longer period than
the other shots.

B. Statistics of Normal Shots

For series 1, despite the wide range of pressures 1.1–3 torr,
13 shots were identified as having SXR pulse histories
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Fig. 2. Second series: Correlation of characteristic neon SXR pulses with
dynamics, showing conditioning, good focus, and bad focus shots. Each figure
shows the profiles during the current dip on a time scale so highly magnified
that the current dip appears as a rather gentle decline with time. The vertical
scale is in kiloampere for the current traces, arbitrary scale for the XR, and
anomalous resistance. The horizontal scale is in μs timed from the start of
current. For comparison, the figures are aligned at the start of the radial phase
(vertical dashed line on left side of each figure). As in Fig 1, it is found that
for good shots (N profile: e.g., 1b, d, and e) XR Al Ch1 pulse (darker thinner
line) typically has a first pulse higher than XR Mylar Ch2 pulse (lighter
thicker line) but subsequently the two pulses merge as one toward the end of
the second pulse and remain practically inseparable beyond.

of a distinctive type, which we classify as Normal or N.
These N shots have a prominent first pulse, which emits the
bulk of the characteristic neon line SXR of the entire pulse
chain. This first pulse correlates with the computed pinch
phase; the characteristic neon SXR pulse typically starting

either at the start of the pinch, or just before the pinch.
In either case, this first pulse goes through the whole pinch
phase and extends into the first anomalous resistance phase
typically with decreasing amplitude. This first pulse, which
has a half-width typically in the range 20–40 ns is followed
by two to three similar shaped pulses, which carry a very
little characteristic neon line SXR. The whole train of pulses
typically spans 200–300 ns. These subsequent SXR pulses
probably emit mainly Bremsstrahlung [23] from fully ionized
neon due to an increased temperature from the anomalous
resistance. Moreover, whenever these common features are
observed, the characteristic neon line SXR yield over the
pressure range 1.6–3.5 torr is in the range 1–4 J. The nonN
shots have yields of characteristic neon line SXR significantly
below this range of N yields.

Discounting the conditioning shots, then the 13 N shots
represent 70% of the series. The observation that efficient
emission of characteristic neon line SXR occurs whenever the
measured first SXR pulse coincides with the computed pinch
shows that the model does simulate the physical reality rea-
sonably well at least in terms of the sequence of events. These
observations justify designating these shots as normal (N).

C. Second Series

A second series from 1.4 to 2 torr in Neon at 12 kV
was run to confirm the above identification of the N shot.
Results from the earlier work had indicated that 2 torr is
an operating point of good reproducibility and good yield.
Therefore, we tested six shots operated at 2 torr in addition to
the first conditioning shot. All these six shots produce efficient
normal N profiles, representatives of which are shown in
Fig. 2(b) and (c). In Fig. 2(b), the first XR pulse shows all the
features of the normal N profile with the first pulse straddling
the computed pinch phase. During this first XR pulse, the
amplitude of Ch1 far exceeds that of Ch2; so this pulse consists
of characteristic neon SXR. The second relatively small pulse
is also mainly characteristic neon SXR while the third pulse
consists of harder XRs. This is very similar to Fig. 1(d) and (e).
Fig. 2(c) has similar characteristics but has a bigger neon SXR
yield when compared with Fig. 2(b); the increased yield is due
mainly to bigger width of the first pulse. Fig. 2(e) at 1.8 torr is
also normal although the second pulse has a little characteristic
neon SXR. We also show Fig. 2(f) at 1.4 torr, which shows a
similar normal characteristic for the first pulse but again has
practically no neon SXR subsequently. Comparing the pulses
as a sequence it appears that below 2 torr, the subsequent
pulses (after the first pulse) contributes less and less to the
characteristic neon SXR as the pressure is reduced. Fig. 2(d)
shows a poor shot at 1.8 torr [compared with Fig. 2(e)].
The neon characteristic SXR pulse appears to come a little
earlier than normal (by 10 ns) with a very small amplitude
and duration.

Discounting the conditioning shot, we have 13 out of 17
(77%) shots in this series identified as N. The characteristic
neon line SXR yield for these N shots is in the range 0.5–3 J
over the range of pressures. All the six shots at 2 torr are
N shots with yields in the range 1.5–3 J.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of measured and computed characteristic neon SXR
yield.

Considering the two series together we now present
Figs. 1(b), (d), and (e) and 2(b), (c), (e), and (f) as having the
efficient normal N profile. Shot 2f is included although it yields
a low 0.6 J. The low yield is due to this shot being operated at
the lowest pressure of the series. The rest of the shots shown
in the Figs. 1 and 2 are either conditioning or poor shots and
do not have the N profile. Considering all the shots of the
two series, the shots having an efficient N profiles comprise
75% of all the shots, not counting the three conditioning shots.
Moreover, 90% of the nonconditioning 2-torr shots exhibit the
efficient N profile.

D. Yield Versus Pressure

As a further test of the validity of the modeling, we compile
the measured yield (averaged at each pressure) versus pressure
data and compare with the computed yield versus pressure in
Fig. 3. Fig. 3 combines the results of 66 shots with 12 shots
taken between 3 and 3.5 torr, 12 shots between 2.5 and 2.9 torr,
eight shots between 2.1 and 2.3 torr, 18 shots at 2 torr,
16 shots between 1.4 and 1.8 torr. We found that operation
at 2 torr produce the best consistency, with 90% of the shots
showing N-type profile. The fraction of N profile shots for the
other pressures averages around 70%. Within a small range
of pressures as well as over the whole range of pressures the
N-type profile (which have consistently good SXR yields) is
clearly similar and distinctly different from the poor shots,
which have much lower yields.

There are several features of agreement between the com-
puted and measured yield curves. The peak values are similar
at 2.5 J and the shape of the yield curve versus pressure is
similar when we compare the measured with the computed
curves. The measured peak is, however, flat topped and
occurs in a narrow range between 2 and 2.5 torr while the
computed yield peak is at a higher value close to 3 torr.
The computed yield profile is also significantly narrower than
the measured yield profile.

IV. CONCLUSION

With the help of a template, we have identified how the
measured SXR pulse history correlates with the modeled

dynamics whenever the PF emits characteristic neon line SXR
efficiently in normal N operation. The distinctive feature is
that the characteristic neon line SXR is emitted in the first
pulse at a moment of time coinciding with the computed pinch
phase followed by two to three other similarly shaped pulses
of mainly harder SXR. We also looked at the SXR yield time
profiles of the nonnormal shots including the conditioning
shots.

After one or two conditioning shots, some 75% of the shots
are efficient normal N shots over a relatively wide range of
operation from 1–4 torr. The point of operation of 2 torr is
identified as particularly reproducible in its normal N profile
with six out of six shots in one series having the efficient
N profile and an overall count of 90%. Moreover, the graph
of neon SXR yield versus pressure obtained from the model
code broadly agrees with the measured neon SXR yield. These
results justify our conclusion that when the INTI PF is within
an efficient range of operation the pinch temperature has
the suitable temperature to reproducibly and efficiently emit
characteristic neon SXR followed by harder XR in a temporal
sequence which is identified as normal N. Moreover, this
sequence of characteristic neon SXR and harder XR pulses is
well correlated to the modeled dynamics; although the results
also show the need to refine the model to extend the radiative
phase to start before the pinch phase.
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